Banner Way NE: Surface treatments at starting as early as Monday, April 8

OVERVIEW
Starting as soon as Monday, April 8, we will add High Friction Surface Treatments (HFST) along Banner Way NE, between NE 76th St and 8th Ave NE. These surface treatments add a thin layer of course material on top of the street to improve skid-resistance to the pavement. This will enhance safety at intersections where collision rates are high when road conditions are wet and slippery. To ensure these treatments adhere correctly, you may see crews “power washing” pavement and/or temporarily removing striping. This work is anticipated to last up to 1 week and is weather-dependent.

Thank you in advance for your patience during this work!

WHAT TO EXPECT
During this work, please expect:
• Temporary and intermittent traffic and lane restrictions and/or pedestrian detours; signage and flaggers to direct people around the work zone
• Some chemical smells while the treatments are installed
• Equipment, materials, and noise near the project area
• “No Park” signs in work area 72 hours in advance of work

PROJECT CONTACT
Ching.Chan@seattle.gov
(206) 615-0786